Modes of Operation Cha"
( LOW LOVE )

1. Mode Name: FORSAKING Mode

2. Mode Name: EXASPERATING Mode

Focus: None

Focus: Children’s conformity to rules and total
obedience.

Authority: Do not want any.

Authority: rough pressure, personal power,
intimidation and force.

Motivated by: Do not want to be motivated or
Motivated by: Desire to control exactly how
know how to motivate their children.
children act.
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Child believes: Nobody cares; why should
anything matter?

Child believes: Parents want me to think
exactly like they do.

Resulting Behavior: Wildly out of control or
exceedingly responsible

Resulting Behavior: Blind conformity, honor
authority only when present, and hiding
rebellion.

Resulting Emotions: Deep emptiness within
child’s heart

3. Mode Name: OVERLOOKING Mode

Resulting Emotions: Tangle of fear, guilt and
resentment

4. Mode Name: TRAINING Mode

Focus: Everyone agreeing, getting along
together and being pleasant.

Focus: Representing God so able to help their
children be right with Him.

Authority: Don’t know how or won’t use their
authority.

Authority: Understand that authority is given
to them by God.

Motivated by: Desire to please God because
Motivated by: Desire for all relationships to be they must answer to Him for how they parent.
conflict free.
Child believes: Mom and Dad value me
because I am a gift from God, we respect each
Child believes: He can fool his parents
because is trusted implicitly, even in the face of other.
undeniable facts.
Resulting Behavior: Obedience because they
Resulting Behavior: Children not taught to
control their own behavior.

have opportunity to explain their behaviors and
are heard.

Resulting Emotions: Know they are loved,
Resulting Emotions: Confused, for they have
will be corrected when necessary, and that they
rarely experienced boundaries and test everyone’s. are respected.

( HIGH LOVE )
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